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This morning, I will be covering the primary areas and services that make up MSP’s Intelligence Operations Division, or IOD.IOD includes:Michigan Intelligence Operations Center or the MIOCOperations Section- which includes our Regional Communications CentersCyber Section – which houses several units we will cover shortly



Michigan Intelligence Operations Center
(MIOC)
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The Michigan Intelligence Operation Center (MIOC) is the states designated fusion center and is responsible for the dissemination and sharing of federal intelligence to local law enforcement and critical infrastructure private partners.  The MIOC also serves as the states intelligence section, supporting all law enforcement with intelligence to assist in solving crime.  Fusion centers were developed in the post 9-11 era to ensure the federal intelligence community shared critical information down to the local level. The MIOC is a leader in the counter-terrorism effort for the State of Michigan.  The MIOC has long standing collaborative and reciprocal relationships with our federal law enforcement partners; for example, MSP has detectives embedded in the JTTF and our federal partners have assets embedded in the MIOC. These direct partnerships create efficiencies and allow for collaboration on sensitive criminal investigations involving terrorist related activities.The MIOC has criminal intelligence analysts deployed across the state supporting detectives on Michigan’s most complex investigative problems.  Our diversity includes: Suspicious Activity Reporting (statewide collection point for the See Something, Say Something campaign), tobacco tax enforcement, narcotics trafficking with a focus on emerging trends like heroin and carfentanil , violent crimes task forces, sexual assault, auto theft, organized crime, SCP, and Data Driven Approaches to  Crime and Traffic Safety (DDACTS) to name a few.The MIOC staff leverages specialized technology to assist law enforcement agencies with their investigations, taking  an all-hazards approach to detect, deter, and disrupt terrorist threats and criminal activity.  The MIOC provides investigative assistance to law enforcement agencies throughout Michigan, nationally, and internationally.  In addition, the MIOC is the Michigan liaison for: ·         INTERPOL - facilitate investigative assistance requests from law enforcement agencies throughout the world ·         Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FINCEN) - Money Laundering Investigations ·         Middle Atlantic-Great Lakes Organized Crime Law Enforcement Network (MAGLOCLEN) ·         Michigan liaison for Criminal Intelligence Service Ontario (CISO) -Additionally, the MIOC is the administration and answering point for the statewide school safety program OK2Say



 24/7 tip monitoring from the free OK2SAY mobile app, online, 
email, texting, or by phone from a call center housed within the 
MIOC.

 Collaborative effort through Attorney General Bill Schuette, MSP 
and the Michigan Department of Education

 More than 6,400 tips received by MSP and vetted for 
dissemination since 2014
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--OK-2-SAY is  comprehensive communications system that empowers students, parents, schools, and law enforcement to respond to and share safety threats.  This program was implemented in 2013 through a collaborative effort of Michigan Attorney General Bill Schuette, MSP, and the Michigan Department of Education.--The program features confidential reporting and comprehensive technology pass-through via 24/7 phone, website, email, text, and social media tip acceptance.--The program offers coordinated intervention, allowing the MSP to field initial tips and immediately provide the information to appropriate local law enforcement and school districts.- As a recent example, in late 2016, MSP was able to successfully intervene in a potential act of school violence when OK2SAY received a tip about a student who posted a video on social media bragging about a plan to go on a killing spree at school and execute any police officers who responded. OK2SAY contacted local law enforcement who investigated the tip and determined it was a credible threat.  The student who posted the video not only had a plan, but access to weapons.  The student was expelled from school and is facing criminal charges.



Operations & Watch Desk
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Our Operations Desk is located in the hardened facility at MSP HQ.  It is staffed 24/7 with MSP lieutenants and responsible for:Coordination and monitoring of multiple statewide applications like: Radiological Shipments, Biochemical Shipments and Superloads.The MSP Operations Desk is responsible for the emergency alerts that you receive on your cellular phone, like: Amber Alerts, Public Safety Alerts, Endangered Missing Person Alerts, and Blue AlertsIn addition, they are responsible for statewide deployment of MSP specialty resources, like: K9, Bomb Squad, Aviation, Marine Services, Crime Lab, Arson Investigators, and our Emergency Support Team.Finally, the Operations Desk is responsible for mobilizing troopers for large scale events or statewide emergencies.  The MSP watch desk is the main intake point for the MIOC.  It is staffed with sergeants and responsible for:Triage of crime tips and dissemination to proper authoritiesDistribution of officer safety bulletinsMonitoring the MI-Intel (intelligence database) Liaison for all out-of-state or international law enforcement agencies in need of support from MSP



Regional Communication Centers
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The IOD also houses 4 Regional Communication Centers (RCCs) in Detroit, Gaylord, Negaunee, and Lansing.  These RCCs are staffed 24/7 with highly trained dispatchers who work to coordinate and respond to requests from all levels of law enforcement, as well as citizens in order to support public safety assistance operations statewide.Detroit Regional Communications Center (DRCC): The DRCC is the primary communications center for the MSP Second District, and provides direct support to the department’s field units, CVED, HST, and specialty teams.  The DRCC serves as the default 911 Wireless Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) for southeast Michigan, secondary PSAP for Royal Oak Township, and direct dispatch for 911 calls along the freeways.  The DRCC also provides operational support to personnel working in the Third District and direct support to patrol units providing full service policing to three townships in Macomb County.  Gaylord Regional Communications Center (GRCC): In addition to serving MSP Sixth and Seventh districts, the GRCC is the primary PSAP for Otsego County, providing full service 9-1-1 call taking and dispatch for all law enforcement, fire services, and EMS. Negaunee Regional Communications Center (NRCC): In addition to serving MSP in the U.P., the NRCC is the primary PSAP, providing full service 911 call taking and dispatch for all law enforcement, EMS, and fire services in Baraga, Houghton, Keweenaw, Ontonagon, and Schoolcraft counties. Lansing Regional Communications Center (LRCC): In addition to serving the MSP First District, the LRCC provides direct support to the MSP post located at the State Capitol. 



Cyber Section & Michigan Cyber Command 
Center (MC3)

 Comprised of the Michigan Cyber Command Center, 
Computer Crimes Unit (CCU) and Internet Crimes 
Against Children Task Force (ICAC)
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The Cyber Section offers highly specialized law enforcement personnel in the discipline of high tech crime investigations.  Cyber conducts investigations, forensic data recovery services, public awareness, and law enforcement (LE) education opportunities.  The MC3 specializes in complex network intrusion investigations, our services include: Network intrusion investigations, Cyberterrorism, malware detection analysis & origination determination, Information sharing/Intelligence gathering, technical assistance to public & private partners, federal liaisons, and cyber security public awareness & educationCCU specializes in forensic data recovery services for all law enforcement in Michigan and offers:Certified forensic data recovery experts, forensic data recovery services for all computer media including computer hard drives, laptops, smart phones, and vehicle infotainment systems, expert testimony, case consultation, law enforcement education, forensic data recovery fellowship with interested law enforcement agencies, forensic examination validation and peer reviewMSP CCU also has oversight over the statewide Michigan Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC) Task Force.  The task force includes over 50 federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies who work together to investigate offenders who use the internet, online communication systems, or computer technology to sexually exploit children.



Computer Crimes Unit (CCU)
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The evidence collected from the CCU can be from computers, smartphones, watches, tablets, GPS, and car infotainment systems; anything that stores data could contain evidence of a crime. In recent years, the CCU experienced a 5,398% increase in the volume of digital evidence seized from computers and 2,250% increase in mobile devices. Every criminal potentially has a computer in their pocket For reference:



CCU Investigation
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West Michigan Homicide: In 2013, a female victim was abducted form a Norton Shores gas station. Her body had never been found.  In 2014, a female victim was jogging when she was shot multiple times.  In 2016, a 16 year old female was walking home when she was abducted and escaped capture.  A lead from this case was developed from the juveniles description and CCU was called to assist with search warrants at the suspects residence (suspect, Jeffrey Willis) At the search warrant, CCU detectives located key pieces of evidence, utilizing a media indicating K-9, to search for electronic devices that were hidden by the suspect.  Multiple devices were seized and examined by CCU.  On a majority of items, evidence of necrophilia, and child sexually abusive material (CSAM) were located along with videos depicting similar events that his victims experienced, including a jogger being abducted, raped, and murdered (similar to one of the known victims).   The suspect also made CSAM with his niece being the victim.  On an external hard drive, CCU found a folder titled “VICS”.  Inside that folder, two murder victims’ initials and a code were found on separate folders.  Inside those folders, were images of the victims (corresponding to their named folder), CSAM looking like the victims, and news articles about where the victims were found.  This evidence, skillfully hidden by the suspect and discovered by MSP CCU has been key evidence in connecting the suspect to the unsolved murders/abductions.  **Some of the techniques used: Social media open source investigative resources, forensic data recovery, and forensic examination using decryption to uncover digital evidence.  



Questions?
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